NANO-SCIENCE CAMP 30.06-7.07.2013

PINK TEAM
We are for science and science is for us!
SELF PRESENTATION
“I’m Emine Adibelli. I live in Turkey, Istanbul. I’m 17 years old. I’m in
technical high school. I like to listen to music and I hate writing”
“I’m Blagovest Papagalski and I’m living in the capital of Bulgaria Sofia. I’m 19 years old and I have already finished school and I’m
preparing for university. I like meeting new people and one of my
hobbies is photography”
“I’m Kaan Sayin from Turkey. I live in Istanbul, Kadikoy. I want to be
captain one day. I’m 16 and I’m student in a Maritime school. I like drawing but I’m not
professional. I like to listen metal and hard rock and eating meat. I met a lot of good people there
and I love this camp”
“My name is Vera. I am 15 years old. I’m from Romania. I live in Targovishte. I have to say a lot
of things about me. About my physical qualities I can say I’m tall with brown eyes.
About my moral qualities I have to say that I’m optimistic and a friendly nature. I have a lot of
friends because I’m sociable”
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“My name is Raya and I am 16 years old. I come
from Bulgaria. I am a student at the National
High School of Mathematics and Science. What I
would like to say about myself is that I have a
passion for science and I am looking forward to
work with it in the future”
“My name is Sofia. I am from Bulgaria and I’m 15
years old. I’m a student is 31 high school “Ivan
Vazov”. I’m friendly and I like having fun”
“Hi everybody! I’m Lora Tsvetkova from Bulgaria,
Sofia. Something interesting for me is that I’m
drawing very well and I’m learning to draw by
myself. I don’t like when somebody helps me
doing something. But in future I don’t think to be
an artist. May be at home I will draw for pleasure
but I’m thinking of being a vet”
“Hi! I’m Gabi (Gabriela Capraru) I’m from
Romania. I like listening music - almost any kind
of music, making new friends and learning
something new. I love my friends and my family”
“I am Dimitar - Delyan and the science camp
was great, being able to consult with experts in
the field of nano tech was really helpful”
“I am Vladimir and I liked the camp. Thanks for
the fun!”
I’m LEARNING
nanoparticles in our daily life
working in a team
respecting the different ones
how to develop professionally
different languages
strange yoga exercises
new and funny games
how to make experiments
different cultures
to express myself
new legends
how to get up early
how to climb 95 stairs
survive without Internet
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MY SPORT
Our team’s favorite sports are water-ball, volleyball, yoga.
I LEARNED
seismic waves
how to make a difference between non-newton liquids and newton liquids
how to make a silver mirror
about different nationalities
how to dance Gangnam style
lotus effect
how to make a carbon nanotube
how to move like a tiger
how to negotiate
how to sleep two hours per day
that teamwork is very important
MY MUSIC
Pink panther
MY GUINNESS
staying up all night
our team won “My way to success” game
two people from our team won individual prices
climbing stairs easily without getting tired
being more social
exploring unknown places
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